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Shock wave interaction with cylindriqd surfaces 

L. G. GVOZDEVA, T.V. BAZHENOVA, YU. P. LAGUTOV and 
V. P. FOKEEV (MOSCOW) 

. EXPERIM£NTAL investigation of the reflection of plane shock waves at convex (R = 100 mm) 
and concave (R = 123 mm) circular cylinders has been made. The experiments were carried 
out in a shock tube of rectangular cross-section. The surface of the cylinder intersected the wall 
of the shock tube at different angles oc. When the angle oc was positive, the shock wave was re
flected and when the angle ex was negative, it was diffracted. The shadowgraphs taken at different 
moments of time were used to determine the triple point trajectory and angle of transition from 
Mach to regular reflection we. The analysis of the results which were obtained with the values 
of the angle roe reported by other authors for different cylinder radii shows that the transition 
ang}e does not depend on the cylinder radius, but is fully determined by the angle of intersection. 
The disagreement among the data supplied by different authors may be accounted for by the 
fact that these works investigated only the dependence of we on the shock wave parameters 
and disregarded the value of ex. When studying diffraction at cylinders, some new features 
have been observed as compared to the diffraction observed at the sharp apex corner. Due to 
different conditions of secondary shock wave formation and its interaction with the boundary 
layer, the separation point was observed to be displaced downstream. The contact surface did 
not reach the rarefaction wave origin but interacted with the wall. 

Przeprowadzono do5wiadczillne badania zjawiska odbicia plaskich fal uderzeniowych od wy
puklych (R = lOO -mm) i wk~lych (R = 123 mm) powierzchni walc6w kolowych. Badania 
przeprowadzono w rurze uderzeniowej o przekroju prostokattnym. Powierzchnia walca prze
cinala 8ciank~ rury uderzeniowej pod r6:Znymi kattami ex. W przypadku dodatnich katt6w ex 
fala ulegala odbiciu, a przy ujemnych - dyfrakcji. Posruzono si~ wykresami cieni sporzatdzo
nymi dla r6Znych warto&ci czasu w celu ustalenia trajektorii punktu potr6jnego i katta przejScia 
COe od odbicia Macha do odbicia prawidlowego. Analiza wyriik6w otrzymanych dla wartoSci 
we podanych przez innych autorow przy uwzgl~nieniu r6:inych promieni walca pokazuje, ie 
kilt przejScia Die zalei:y od promienia cylindra, lecz jest w pelni okre8lony przez katt przeci~ia. 
NiezgodnoSci zachodzl\ce ~zy danymi pochodzllcymi od r6znych autor6w mozna wytlu
maczyc faktem, ie badali oni zale:Zno§C we od parametr6w fali uderzeniowej nie biorllC pod 
uwa~ ex. Badajate dyfrakcj~ na walcach stwierdzono pewne nowe cechy tego oddzialywania 
w por6wnaniu z wynikami otrzymanymi przy badaniu dyfrakcji na ostrych wierzcholkach· pro
filu. W wyniku odmiennych warunk6w tworzenia sict wt6mej fali uderzeniowej i jej oddzialy
wania z warstw~ · przy8ciennll, zaob$Crwowano przesuni~ie si~ punkw oderwania w kierunku 
przeplywu. Powierzchnia nie si~pla poc:llltku fali rozrzedzenia, lecz wsp61dzialala ze 8ciankll. 

IlpoBeAetlbl 3KCIIepHMCHTanLubiC llCCJICAOBaiU{R RBJICIUUI OTpmHM DJIOCKWC YAapHbiX BOJIH 
OT BbiiJYlOibiX (R = ' 100 MM) ll BOnlyTbiX (R = 123 MM) IIOBepXHOCTeii: KpyroBLJX QIIJ1IUIAPOB. 
HccJieAOBaHWI IIpoBeAem.I B YABPHLJX TPyOax c DpJIMoyroJibHbiM ceqeH~teM. IlosepXHocn. 
~a nepepe38eT CTeHKy YAapHoii: 1"py6bi IIOA pa3HbiMil yrJiaMil oc. B CJIY118C IIOJIO>KH
TeJibHbiX yi'JIOB ex J:XPOHCXOJUIT OTpa>KeHI!e, a Dpll OTpHQ&TeJibHLJX oc- All~PaKQHR. 
IlOJII>30B8JIHCb TeHeBbiMII CllllMI<BMil, ~eJiaHHLJMil AJV1 paaHLJX :maqemUi BpeMeiU{, C UCJibiO 
YCT8HOBJI~ 1"paeKTOpllll Tpoii:Hoit TO'II<Il ll yrna nepeXOAB COe OT OTpa>KeHWI Tl{lla Man 
AO uopMaJ~J»uoro OTpa>KellllJI. AH8Jlll3 pe3yJibTaTOB, nonyqeHHbiX AWl 3HaqeHJdi npllBeACH
HhiX AP)TilMil 8BTOp8MH DPil yqere paaHbiX p8AJtYCOB UllJIIlHAP8, IIOKaaLJBaeT, liTO yroJI 
IIepeXOA8 He 38BilCilT OT pa,lUlyca IUIJI1UIAPa, HO BIIOJUIC onpe.t{eJVIeTC$1 yrJIOM uepe~qeHilJI. 
Hecornacun, HMeiOIItlle MCCTO Me>K,Jzy A8IIHLJMil up<111cxo~ OT paa~U>~X asropos, MO>KHO 
OO'hRCHilT& clw<roM, '1ft() OHH llOCJICAOBaJIH aaBilCilM<>CTI> We OT uapaMeTpoB y.t{apuoii: BOJIIIbl 
He DpllHilMIJI BO BIIIUWDle ex. Ilp& BCCJICAOBamm ~~pai<Qil Ha ~ax, o6Hap)'>KCHW 
HCKOTOp&~e • HOBLJe csoicrsa 3TOrc> P38HI\'OAeiicrsu Iio cpasuemuo c peayJibT&TaMH, DOJIY-: 
'lleHHhiMil ~a llCCJI~osamm Allci»P~ uil OCTphiX BepiiiilHax opocl>HM. B pe3J.11bTaTe 
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,lij>yrllX ycJIOBHH o6paaOBBHWI BTOpWIHOH YA&PHOi BOJJHhi H ee B38HMO~CHCTBWI C norpa
Hit'IHbiM CJIOCM, o6uapy>KCH C~HI' TOtiKH OTpt.ma B HanpaBJICHHH TC'liCHWI. l<OHTaKTHaR 
llOBCpXHOCTL HC ~OCTHraJia Ha'tlana BOJIHbl paape>KeHHR, a B3aHMO,qCHCTBOBaJia CO CTCHKOft. 

1. Introduction 

IN' coN'SIDERING the process of unstationary interaction of a plane shock wave with 
a circular cylindrical surface, two cases can be distinguished: if the angle oc between the 
velocity vector V 0 of the plane incident shock wave and the plane tangent to the cylindrical 
surface is greater than or equal to zero at the initial moment of interaction, then the wave 
is reflected from the surface (Figs. la, b, c and 2); if the angle rx.' is smaller than or equal 
to zero, then diffraction of the shock wave takes place (Fig. 4). Reflection of plane shock 
waves from convex and concave circular cylindrical surfaces has been investigated ex-

FIG. 1. a, b. 
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FIG. l. Reflection of a shock wave froin a concave circular cylindrical surface. 
a - diagram, b - spark Schlieren photograph, c - interferogram. 

FIG. 2. Reflection of a shock wave from a convex circular cylindrical surface. 

695 

perimentally and theoretically in Refs. [2-8]. As is known, at small angles of incidence ro 
(Figs. la and 2) regular reflection takes place, whereas at large ro the Mach configuration 
of waves is observed. The above papers primarily deal with the determination of the 
critical angle, roe, at which a transition from one type of reflection to the other occurs 
and with the dependence of this angle on gas-dynamic, geometrical and other conditions. 
·L Dependences of the transition angle, roe, on the incident shock wave intensity, E (the · 

pressure ratio Po to Pt) and on the incident wave Mach number, M0 are ~ presented in 
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Fl<l. 3. Diffraction of a shock wave at a right dihedral angle. 

Fro. 4. Diffraction of a shock wave at a rouDded-off angle. 

Fig. 5.Curves 1 and 2 ·are wculated according to two-shock and three-shock theories. 
Experimental results taken from different papers are presented by curve 3 [1], curve 4 {2], 
points 5,·6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 [5], point 15 [7], and points 12, 13, 14 [9]. 

The. experimental transition angles in ' reflection f~om the p~ne. surface lie s1ighily 
.above the theoretical curve 1; the transition angles for convex circular cylin~rical surfaces 
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FIG." 5. Theoretical and experimental dependences of the transition angle on the shock wave intensity for 
convex, flat and concave surfaces. 

1 -two-shock theory; 2- three-shock theory; 3- ref. [1]; 4- ref. [2]; 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 -ref. [5]; 
12, 13, 14- ref. [9]; 14- ref. [7]. 

withtx =; andtheradiusr = 12, 75, 100mm(curve4)andwithcx = 45°andr = l30mm 

(point 11) lie also above the theoretical curve. For concave circular cylindrical surfaces 
the transition angles are located below curves 1 and 3. See for instance, [5], where the 
transition angles for the reflection of shock waves from concave surfaces with r = 145 mm 
and 190 mm were obtained (points 9, 10). In all these papers the experiments were carried 
out in air. In [7] the transition angle was obtained under the reflection of a shock wave 
(M0 = 3.1) from a concave cylindrical surface with ex= 0 and r = 100 mm in carbon 
dioxide (point 15). This result has been confirmed by computation in paper [8]. The analysis 
of Fig. 5 shows that for convex cylindrical surfaces the transition angles lie above those 
for the plane, while for concave surfaces they lie below. 

However, the results obtained by different authors are located on the plane (we,~) 
chaotically. For instance, we obtained in [2] for convex cylindrical surfaces with r = 12 mm, 
75 mm, 100 mm form a curve, and We from [5] for a surface with t = 130 mm do not 
fit it. As is seen from the above papers, different authors used in their experiments re
flecting cylindrical surfaces of different geometries. We attempted to study ·the effect of 
geometric characteristics of a reflecting cylindrical surface on the transition angle w. The 
radius of the surface r and the angle between the plane P, intersecting the cylinder parallel 
to its axis, and the plane F tangent to the cylinder at the line of the intersection of surfaces 
(Figs. la and 2) characterize quite well the reflecting convex or concave circular cylindrical 
surface. The shock wave is oriented relative to the reflecting surface so that at each moment 
of time its front is parallel to the cylinder axis and normal to the intersecting plane P. 

In the interaction between a shock wave and a convex cylindrical surface with the 
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angle which is smaller than or equal to zero, it is of interest to consider the influence of 
the rounding-off of the angle flowed around by a shock wave upon . the shape of the dif
fracted shock wave, the wave pattern behind the front and · also upon the flow separation 
from the surface. Experiments have also been carried out to investigate the process of 
shock wave diffraction at a dihedral angle with a rounded vertex. 

2. Ex~iments 

Interaction of strong shock waves with curvilinear surfaces was experimentall~studied 
in a shock tube of a square cross-section (72 mm x 72 mm) in air or nitrogen (M0 = 2 + 8). 
Models with_ concave and convex circular cylindrical surfaces. were placed in one of the 
experimental chambers equipped for visualization of the interaction process. In our ex
periments the radii of reflecting surfaces were chosen so that at a given angle oc both the 
regular and Mach reflections would occur from a model placed into an experimental 
section. The following parameters were chosen for concave surfaces: (oc = 0°, r = 72 mm), 
(oc = 6°, r = 100 mm), (oc = 28°, r = 100 mm), (oc = 46°, r = 100 mm); for a convex 
surface they were: (oc = 64°, r = 123 mm). To study the diffraction process the largest 
radii of surfaces were taken for the chosen angle ~ (Fig. 4a) and the experimental section 
(oc = 0°; ~ = 90°; r = 32 mm). The process of reflection was investigated by optical 
methods according to schemes described in [10) and [1 I]. As a reswlt of these experiments, 
Topler pictures, interferograms and holograms of the interaction of shock waves with 
cylindrical surfaces were obtained. To make the results more reliable each surface was 
studied 20-30 times with a simultaneous recording of the wave position on the surface 
at different points. The photographs obtained were examined by a UIM-23 microscope 
to determine the trajectory of the triple point and the point of its intersection with the 
surface (i.e. the angle of transition we). We have not succeeded in recording the Mach 
configuration for a concave surface with a. = 46° and r = 100 mm, since the angle w 0 = 

= ~ -oc was chosen to be too close to we, and the Mach wave did not develop up to 

a value resolved by optical methods. However, since all the transition angles for a concave 
surface lie below the curve for the plane (Fig. 5), the transition angle for the plane at 
the same M 0 was chosen as an upper -limit of the existence of We on this surface, and the 
lower limit was obtained in the experiment. 

3. Discussion of results 

3.1. ReflectiOII 

The angles of transition from one type of reflection to the other obtained experimentally 
for concave and convex surfaces were plotted on the coordinate plane (we, oc). It turned 
out that all these points: I - (oc = 0°; r = 72 mm), 2- (oc = 6°; r = 100 mm), 3-
(oc = 28°; r = 100 mm), 4- (oc = 46°; r = 100 mm) and 5- (oc = 64°; r = 123 mm) fit 
one curve (Fig. 6). Point 6 for convex surfaces with oc = 0 and r = 12 mm, 75 mm, 100 mm 
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from [2], point 7 calculated by the two-shock theory and point 8 for a plane surface [I] 
with IX = 46 and r = oo also fit this curve. Thus -the points obtained for the surfaces with 
different r also lie on the curve constructed with r = 100 m. It has been assumed that at 
a fixed angle IX the transition angle we is independent of the reflecting surface radius in 

the whole range of variation of angles (from 0 to ~). Ind~ed, the point corresponding 

to alteration of the curvature sign of the reflecting surfaces will also be the transition angle 
for a wedge (r = oo) and, apparently, for concave and convex surfaces of any radius 
since in this case we = w0 ~ const. This assumption is confirmed for convex cylindrical 
surfaces in Ref. [2] (Fig. 5). The results of Ref. (5] also support this assumption as applied 
to concave surfaces. Though the surface radii differ significantly (r = 72.5 mm and 
190 mm), the transition angles almost coincide (Fig. 5). A slight difference can be explained 
by variance of angles ac. The transition angles obtained in Refs. [5] and [7] for cylindrical 
surfaces do not coincide with our results. As follows from [5] and [6], for a convex cyl
indrical surface with IX = 45° and r = 130 mm the transition angle We = 45° (point 9 
in Fig. 6), that is, the angle of incidence w 0 corresponding to the initial moment of the 

I -O! 2/l 40• 60• fKJ• ex 

-FJG. 6. Dependence of the transition angle, we:, on a:: J, 2, 3, 4, 5 - our experimental points, 6 - ref. [2]; 
7- two-shock theory; 8- ref. [J]; 9, 10, 11- ref. [5], [6]. 

interaction of the wave with the surface is taken as the tra~sition angle (on condition 
that the tangents to the surface and the trajectories of the triple point coincide at we). 
The reflection will be of the Mach type ·from the very beginning since the angle ex equal 
to 45° for a given surface will be less than ex = 46°, corresponding to the transition angle 
on the plane surface. As for concave surfaces. with r = 145 mm and 190 mm in Ref. [5] 
(points 10 and 11 in Fig. 6), non-coincidence occurs due to another reason: according 
to [6], at small values of the angle a, the trajectory of the triple point is a straight line, so 

6' 
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the transition angle we increases significantly. However, in our experiments this statement 
has not been confirmed: the graphs of the triple point trajectories for concave cylindrical 
surfaces are concave lines (Fig. 6). Therefore, the results of [5] differ from those mentioned 
above. Point 7 has been obtained for carbon dioxide; therefore, it also does not agree 
·with the present results. In Ref. [4], basing on extrapolation of experimental data to the 
results of triple- and double-shock theories, the author concludes that the transition from 
the regular reflection to the Mach one under interaction of a shock wave with a convex 
cylindrical surface occurs at Mach numbers shown by curve 2 in Fig. 5, unlike the state
ments presented in his previous papers. The arguments of Ref. [4] do not seem to us quite 
convincing. In Refs. [5, 6] it is also stated that the angle of transition for convex, concave 
and plane surfaces depends on the Mach number according to curve 2 in Fig. 5. As is 
seen from Fig. 5, we noticeably depends on M 0 for strong shock waves, provided the tran
sition takes place along curve 2 obtained by means of the three-shock theory for stationary 
Mach reflection. We have performed a series of experiments for a surface with ac = 28° 
and r = lOO mm in a wide range of Mach numbers (M0 = 2.5 + 5.5) and for a surface 
with oc = 46° and r = lOO mm at M0 = 2 +4.5. However, we have not succeeded in 
observing any dependence of w 0 on the Mach number. The triple points have the same 
trajectory in the whole range of Mach numbers, which is in agreement with dependences 
1 and 3 in Fig. 5. The experiments on measuring the pressure under the reflection of a shock 
wave from the plane [9] (points 12, 13 and 14 in Fig. 5) provide a convincing evidence 
in favour of the double-shock theory. 

Thus we have shown by means of experiments and analyses of the literature-data that 
the angle transition from one type of reflection to the other, W 0 under the interaction of 
shock waves with cylindrical surfaces depends on the angle ac and does not depend on 
the radius r of the reflectin·g surface at a fixed ac. For concave surfaces the transition from 
the Mach reflection to a regular one takes place, and since the transition may occur at 
a less critical angle than it follows from the three-shock theory (Fig. 6), this is a reliable 
fact; what we observe is a three-shock configuration. For convex surfaces the transition 
from the regular to the Mach reflection takes place and the fact that we observe a regular 
configuration does not yet mean that it is not of the Mach type. It is· thus possible that 
the dependence in the region of convex surfaces will lie below that given in Fig. 6 or it 
will be absen't altogether, and the angle of transition will coincide with we for a plane 
wedge. 

3.2. Dftfraction 

In the experiments on the interacti~n of a shock wave with a cylindrical surface at 
ex ~ 0, Toplerograms, interferograms and holograms of the wave position on th~ surface 
at different moments were obtained. To investigate the effect of an angle rounding-off 
on the diffraction, experiments were carried out in which a shock wave moved around an 
angle with a rounded vertex and a sharp edge. In this case the angles ac, w 0 and /J (see 

Figs. 3, 4) were equal to ; . Figures 3 and 4 show the wave pattern in the diffraction of 

shock waves at the angle with a sharp edge and with rounding-off for the case when the 
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--- -------- -- --------------- -- -- --- -------- ----------

primary shock waves (lre at an equal distance from the vertical side of the angle. For the 
angle with a sharp edge the diffracted shock wave ADMN has an inflexion point M, the 
maximum velocity over the vertical surface being achieved at some distance from it at 
a point D. The wave diffracted at a rounded-off angle has no inflexion point and the 
maximum velocity along the vertical surface is observed in the near-wall part. 

The contact surface ALO in Fig. 3 under the sharp-edge angle diffraction of a -shock 
wave starts at point A of the primary shock wave, then envelops the wave TS and terminates 
at the vertex of the angle 0. For the rounded-off angle the contact surface AL (Fig. 4) 
terminates on the vertical surface at point L. The flow separation occurs not at the point 0, 
as was the case with the diffraction at a sharp corner, but down-stream at point 0' (Fig. 4). 
The Prandtl-Mayer fan is decentered unlike that shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that 
in this paper only the initial stage of the shock wave diffraction is considered. As the 
diffracted wave recedes from the vertex of the angle, the difference in two types of config .. 
urations is likely to diminish. 

4. Conclusions 

We have thus revealed that the angle of transition from the Mach reflection to a regular 
oqe depends on the angle ex (Figs. 1 and 2) and does not depend on the reflecting surface 
radius at the fixed angle ex. The dependence wc(ex) is presented for strong shock waves 
(M0 "'6) in air. The influence of rounding-off of the right angle vertex on the process of dif
fraction has been investigated. Variation in the diffracted shock wave shape and in the wave 
pattern are observed. It has been shown that tlie maximum velocity of the diffracted shock 
wave along the vertical side of the angle is achieved for a sharp-edge angle at some distanCP: 
from .the surface, and for a rounded-off angle directly on the surface: 
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